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Many primary care practices have created a team structure in which a clinician and medical assistant “teamlet” form the core of a larger team. The larger team comprises a few teamlets supported by other clinical personnel. Patients are empaneled to a particular teamlet. The teamlet structure, which turns large practices into small units, is attractive to patients, most of whom prefer small rather than large practices. Clinicians working in stable teamlets, with the same medical assistant every day, have less burnout than clinicians working with different medical assistants on different days. The teamlet model can thus create positive experiences for clinicians and patients alike. (J Am Board Fam Med 2016;29:135–138.)
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Primary care faces a series of dilemmas. Many patients face difficulty gaining prompt access to care because the number of primary care physicians is insufficient to meet the population’s demand for care. Yet physicians face high levels of burnout and cannot add additional capacity. Primary care teams that empower all team members to take over portions of patients’ care may add capacity without increasing physician stress. However, patients desire continuity of care and a trusting relationship with a personal primary care physician, goals that teams must try to provide. Primary care is challenged to achieve all 3 goals of prompt access; continuous, trusting relationships with patients; and physician well-being. This commentary explores whether teams can be structured to simultaneously add capacity, provide continuity of care, and reduce physician burnout.

Adding Capacity
The primary care physician shortage is expected to reach 33,000 by 2035, creating a large gap between population demand and primary care capacity. The gap is narrowed by the numbers of nurse practitioners and physician assistants, but still remains large and growing. High-functioning teams can reduce the demand-capacity gap. Registered nurses (RNs) and pharmacists, under standing orders, can independently provide high-quality care for patients with chronic conditions such as diabetes and hypertension, including the adjustment of medications. RNs can independently care for uncomplicated urinary tract infections, respiratory infections, and low-back pain without physician involvement, thereby adding capacity to see more patients without taking physician time. Medical assistants (MAs) working as “scribes” freed up the documentation burden in one study, saving primary care physicians 75 minutes during each 4-hour clinic session, thereby allowing physicians to see more patients, possibly without adding stress.

Continuity of Care and Trust
Studies suggest that patients want at least 4 things from their physician:

- **Competence:** I want my physician to have the knowledge necessary to help me.
Empathy: I want my physician to care about me.

Familiarity: I want to know my physician and I want my physician to know me.

Continuity: I want to see my personal physician when I need help.

The relationship over time—continuity of care—allows patients and physicians to get to know one another and builds patients’ trust that their physician is competent and caring. In addition, continuity of care is associated with higher patient and physician satisfaction, better preventive and chronic care outcomes, and lower costs. Patient trust in physicians leads to increased adherence to treatment recommendations and more healthy behaviors.

It may be possible to extend patients’ wishes for continuity, trust, and familiarity from a single physician to a team if the team is small. Patients prefer small over large practices. In a landmark study of 367 practices, patients were asked immediately following a physician visit: “How was your visit?” In solo practices, 64% rated the visit as excellent, compared with 48% in large practices (P = .001). This preference is rooted in patients’ desire to know who is caring for them and for that person/team to know them. It is unreasonable to ask patients to transfer a trusting relationship with a physician to a large team with many members. Moreover, compared with a team of 2 physicians, a large team would be responsible for a big panel, making it impossible for all physicians to know and develop trusting relationships with all patients.

Patients can develop longitudinal trusting relationships with all team members. Compared with care by physicians, patients receiving care from RNs for uncomplicated health issues experienced greater satisfaction. Patients have greater trust in physical therapists than in physicians for management of low-back pain. Patients develop trust in pharmacists over time when they get to know the pharmacist and the pharmacist gets to know them. MAAs are ubiquitous in primary care practices. In anecdotal evidence from visits to >50 primary care practices, we and our colleagues have heard from MAs and other team members that patients often develop longitudinal, trusting relationships with an MA who the patients know and who knows them. Moreover, a patient’s trust in their primary care physician increases when the patient enters into close relationships with MAs who work with the patient’s physician.

A recent California survey found that lower-income patients experiencing team-based care were significantly more satisfied than those without teams. In addition, 81% of those surveyed reported a willingness to be cared for by a team, even if that means seeing their physician less often. In other studies, patient satisfaction with on-team visits is high when the team is visible and its members know the patients well, explain things well, and coordinate care with the patient’s personal physician.

These conditions—teams being visible and team members and patients being familiar with one another—are best met if the teams are small and stable. Team stability means:

- members of the team always work together.
- patients are empaneled to a team.
- members of the team always care for patients on their team panel.
- patients receive all care from their team.

Summarizing to this point, evidence suggests that patients can transfer continuous, trusting relationships from single physicians to small, visible teams. Small practices offer small visible teams, but in 2011, 40% of primary care physicians worked in groups with >50 physicians, and only 24% were in solo practice. Can larger practices organize themselves into small visible teams? Enter the teamlet.

The Teamlet Structure

A teamlet is a small team, often consisting of a clinician (physician, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant) who always works with the same MA in caring for a defined patient panel. Solo practices consist of 1 teamlet; practices with 2 clinicians may have 2 teamlets.

In larger practices, teamlets may constitute the core of a larger team. As pictured in Figure 1, the same clinician works with the same MA every day, and 3 teamlets are supported by such personnel as an RN, behavioral health provider, pharmacist, health coach, and/or patient navigator. Patients requiring services that the teamlet is unable to provide receive additional care from the appropriate member of the larger team.
The teamlet model divides large practices into small units that, from the patient’s perspective, resemble a small practice. Teamlets can transform a large, impersonal institution into a small practice environment within which patients know their teamlet members and the teamlet partners know their patients. To make teamlets visible, some practices provide patients with business cards showing the names, pictures, and contact information of teamlet members.18

In visits to many primary care practices, we observed that while most practices create teams and teamlets on paper, scheduling convenience often trumps team stability. In these cases clinicians do not always work with the same MA, and patients may receive care away from their home teamlet, thus disrupting the clinician–MA and patient–teamlet relationships.

Many variations on the teamlet theme can be found in primary care practices. Two-person teamlets are limited in their ability to expand MA roles. Thus a teamlet might include 1 clinician and 2 MAs, allowing the MAs to take on panel management, health coaching, and/or scribe responsibilities.19 The Veterans Administration 4-person teams, called teamlets, include a clinician, RN, licensed practical nurse/licensed vocational nurse, and clerk (receptionist).20 In other practices a teamlet might involve 2 half-time clinician partners—one working Monday, Wednesday morning, and Thursday, and the other working Tuesday, Wednesday afternoon, and Friday—and 1 full-time MA. Patients are empaneled to one of the clinicians, but patients needing more frequent care come to know and be known by the other clinician. Practices invent other permutations of the teamlet model to fit staffing realities. Yet certain features are essential: the teamlet is small, forms the core of a larger team, is stable and visible, and cares for a defined patient panel.

**Team Function**

Team structure is but one element of team formation; a collaborative team culture is equally important.21 While many clinician–MA teamlets develop mutual trusting relationships, others are less collaborative.22 Some clinicians are difficult to work with, and some MAs are unenthusiastic about their work. We have observed practice leaders paying close attention to clinician/MA pairings to maximize collaborative team culture.23

**Teamlets and Physician Burnout**

In addition to offering patients longitudinal trusting relationships, can teams with a stable structure and collaborative culture reduce clinician burnout? A recent survey of 231 clinicians in 16 primary care practices found that, if a collaborative culture exists, clinicians working in a stable teamlet structure (regularly paired with the same MA) have lower levels of emotional exhaustion (a component of burnout) than clinicians working with different MAs on different days.24

**Conclusion**

It seems that small, visible primary care teamlets, working within larger teams, have the potential to reduce the primary care demand–capacity gap and relieve clinician burnout by adding capacity without increasing clinician stress. Simultaneously, patients may develop continuous, trusting relationships with members of the team. In a health system evolving toward large and impersonal practices, team-based care and the stable teamlet model may help to create a safe haven for patients and clinicians alike.
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